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BIG IMPACT.
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THESE SofT SilHouETTE DESiGNS PRoVE THAT 

BREATHTAKiNG BEAuTY iS All iN THE DETAilS.

1. The Tombolo by Victoria + Albert keeps bath 

essentials within arm’s reach. With a built-in towel 

holder and not one but two wine glass notches, 

the contemporary bath rack is fnished in 

either hardwearing light oak or walnut 

laminate. Designed to perfectly ft 

over the edge of the company’s 

certain rimless baths.

www.vandabaths.com

2. These durable, high-quality and low-maintenance 

countertops by Pyrolave are offered in custom colors 

to suit any project theme. Pulled from the center 

of the earth, volvic lava stone can be sculpted into 

unique shapes or extra-long lengths without any 

unsightly seams.

www.pyrolaveusa.com

3. Combining period detailing with the modern sensibility 

of ergonomics, the Drayton bathtub from Victoria + Albert 

has an extra wide width, depth and length for an indulgent 

soak. The gracefully fowing rim design blends seamlessly 

with the beautifully contoured bathing well.

www.vandabaths.com

4. At just 1.5 inches wide, the Linear Drain from Quick 

Drain USA is the narrowest drain cover on the market. 

With six choices of strainer patterns to choose from (like 

waves shown here) they are an ideal choice for architects, 

designers and consumers who want function without 

compromising design.

www.quickdrainusa.com

5. Designed by Christopher Smith, the Polar 

Collection of eco-friendly hardware by Du Verre 

are modern, elegant and ergonomic. Crafted from 

100% recycled aluminum it is available in three fnishes 

of Black Matte, Satin Nickel and Polished Chrome.

www.duverre.com
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PRODUcT SHOwcaSE

FITTINGS FIT FOR a kING
Bathroom fixture and sanitary ware never looked this good. 

1. american Standard
The Champion Pro High Efficiency Toilet has a 2-.375 inch trapway and a 
4-inch diameter flush valve to avoid clogging, even when using only 1.28 

gallons of water per flush. The toilet includes a 15-inch standard height 
elongated bowl, and also comes in black.

www.americanstandard-us.com 
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2. Victoria + Albert
The Amalfi tub is crafted from a finely ground volcanic limestone mixed 
with resin, cast in one seamless piece. The construction is finished by hand 
on the inside to create a glossy white, solid surface. The tub measures just 
under 65 inches long and holds 63 gallons of water.

www.vandabaths.com 

3. Porcelanosa
The Modul series of bath fixtures is constructed of Krion stone, with 
supporting steel frames installed to support a rigid base. Vanity units 
come in wall-hung or floor-standing versions in a black or chrome finish. 
Wall-hung countertop vanities can include an optional towel rail, and a 
countertop bowl option is also available.

www.porcelanosa-usa.com

4. Duravit
The new Happy D.2 wall-hung toilet is a rimless washdown model. The 
design of the fixture curves toward the back, and is suitable for most 
common pre-wall carriers with horizontal support.

www.duravit.us

5. Altmans
The Aqueduct LED bathroom faucet generates its own power without the 
need for batteries or plugs, and provides a water temperature signal before 
users place their hands beneath the faucet. Water pressure powers an 
LED thermometer, which then illuminates different colors to signify water 
temperature.

www.altmansproducts.com 

6. Samuel Heath
The Xiara brassware shower kit comes with a showerhead and hand 
shower. The series is produced in England, and uses small, soft fittings with 
curvilinear lines and a plating process to shine its surface. The series is 
available in chrome and satin nickel finishes.

www.samuel-heath.com 

7. Speakman
The Reaction Low-Flow Shower Head creates energy in each individualized 
stream for pressure. The Reaction is available in 2.0, 1.75 and 1.5 gmp 
flow rates and comes in three different shades.

www.speakmancompany.com 
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